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§ NPI
CATEGORY: Bag/Tray Tagging Systems

PRODUCT: On/Off Line Tray Tagging Systems

COMPANY: NPI, 14901 Trinity Blvd., Fort Worth, TX 76155. Key
Contact: Michelle Ramirez. Phone: 888-821-SORT.

DESCRIPTION: NPI provides an on-line and off-line version of the
tray tag printer. The mail sweepers initialize the on-line, on-demand
tray tag printer by depressing a button located in each pocket of the
sorting machine. Multiple labels are printed and staged in each pocket
before beginning mail-processing operations when using the off-line
printer. The off-line version can also be used to print bag labels.

CONTACT: For more information, call 888-821-SORT or email
sales@npisorters.com

Barcoding/Sorting Systems

more. Operating speeds up to 72,000 pieces per hour, it features guides
throughout the system that support mailpieces above the maximum speci-
fied height for letters.

OPTIONAL FEATURES: Base BCR upgradable to MLOCR (address
reading and barcode printing); Doubles detector; Thickness detector;
Height detector; Metal detector; MICR detection and reading;
WayMark® in-line weighing (36,000 p/h); High-speed labeler (41,000
p/h); Optional extended magazine.

FLATS MGR: The Bell and Howell FlatsMgr solution automates the
task of sorting outgoing or incoming flat mailpieces using the most effi-
cient technology available on the market today. This system can displace
the need for manual processing or less efficient flat mailpiece processing
while increasing the quality and traceability of each mailpiece. For permit
indicia and barcode printing, patented labeling technology blows labels
onto the mailpiece, which virtually eliminates damage caused by stamp-
ing or “full touch” required by other vendors’ labelers. Additionally,
linerless labels reduce label consumption by using virtually every inch of
label stock and eliminate waste caused by label liners. Pre-barcoded
mailpieces are read and processed without labeling. FlatsMgr is built with
the latest parcel-sorting capabilities but is designed for sensitivity—from
the smallest mailpiece to the largest flat. Processes up to 7,000
mailpieces/hour; Includes feeding, reading, labeling and sorting.

FLEXISORT: Many mailroom managers wish to expand their opera-
tions to include flats processing, but do not handle large enough volumes
of flats mail to justify the purchase. Those owning flats systems may face
inadequate letter-sorting and quick processing capabilities. How can
managers incorporate flats processing into a current operation while ex-
panding the letter-sorting capabilities? FlexiSort is the solution. Features
include: Continually feeds the full spectrum of flats and letters at high
throughput rates with FlexiSort’s vacuum-assisted friction picking sys-
tem; Maximizes throughput with standard-gap feeding, assuring the
greatest number of mailpieces are on the transport during a run and, in
turn, providing the maximum throughput regardless of size; Supports
WinSort and NetSort, Bell and Howell's industry-leading intelligent sort-
ing software for outgoing applications; First-Class™ tray-based and bun-
dle-based preparation allows the greatest possible automation discounts;
Dramatically increases barcode assignments with the MMT SABRE soft-
ware-based reader; Reliable and proven Linerless Label Applicator en-
sures a clear location for barcode printing; In-line scale allows on-the-fly
weighing at speeds up to 17,000 pieces per hour; Supports WinSort
INprocessing software, WinSort’s counterpart for incoming mail.

MOVECOMPLY SORTING SOFTWARE SOLUTION:
MOVEcomply provides automated and accurate Move Update process-
ing for Bell and Howell sorting equipment. The USPS requires Move Up-
date processing for all automated mailings within 95-days of the mailing
date. The MOVEcomply system is a simple and cost-effective solution to

§ Bell and Howell
CATEGORY: Barcoding/Sorting Systems

PRODUCT: Bell and Howell Sorters

COMPANY: Bell and Howell, 3791 S. Alston Avenue, Durham, NC
27713. Phone: 800-220-3030.

CRITERION ELEVATE: The Criterion® Elevate sorter has been de-
signed to meet high-speed mail processing needs of organizations with
strict space limitations. The Elevate is ideal for processing various types

of mail including vote by Mail enve-
lopes/mail ballots, incoming mail,
outgoing mail, and flat mailpieces. It
features: Smallest footprint with
multi-tier bins; Handle the widest
range of mail – postcards to flats;
Compact with built-in casters for
ease of relocation between peak pro-
cessing periods; Single-phase and
three-phase power options.

FEATURES: The Elevate sorter
greatly reduces the amount of space

needed to run a sorting operation, while still processing at high speeds.
With two-tier bins, the sorter has one of the smallest footprints in the in-
dustry. It is portable for easy relocation so you can move the sorter to
where you need it, when you need it. The Elevate sorter handles a wide
range of mail types from postcards to flats and a variety of processes from
simple barcode sorting to complex database lookups and image process-
ing. It supports all the devices from our larger sorters, resulting in the
most comprehensive processing capabilities on a sorter. Processes 18,000
p/h (for #10 envelopes, MLOCR mode).

CRITERION APEX: Handling virtually any mail type need is a chal-
lenge faced almost daily. We are pleased to extend the proven capability
of the Criterion Apex sorter into the direct mail environment with the Cri-
terion Apex DM. Until recently, it was not efficient, or even possible, to
attempt sorting certain types of mailpiece designs. We’ve changed that by
introducing technology into the Criterion Apex DM that allows you to
easily sort heavyweight, heavy-letter, slick/glossy, tall mail and much
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Bell and Howell Criterion Apex DM

Criterion Elevate
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flats sorting machines. The system provides rapid sorting capability to the
5D automation discount level, enabling mailers to achieve higher profit-
ability on small or large flats mailings. Designed as a Manifest Mailing
System (MMS), EZ-Flats eliminates the need for a meter as it processes
mixed-weight flats. When the mail piece is weighed and read by the
OCR, a mailing label is produced for application on the piece’s upper
right corner. The label features the permit indicia along with the 11-digit
barcode, a unique piece ID, and several proprietary sort codes to expedite
sorting for automation discounts. The EZ-Flats concept combines auto-
mation with people to work more efficiently than other flats sorting tech-
nologies, especially for producing bundle-based automation mailings.
Central to the EZ-Flats approach to sorting mail is the inclusion of
L-shaped Sorting Territories which are ergonomically designed with 40
bins each for quick sorting to ADC, 3D, and 5D destinations. In addition
to First Class Automation/Presort Flats, the EZ-Flats system processes
First Class Package Services, Standard Class and Bound Printed Matter
Flats, and Parcels and Priority Mail.

Low Volume Configuration:

EZ-FLATS ESSENTIAL: The introductory model for the EZ-Flats sys-
tem, Essential, is geared for daily runs of 500-2000 flats. This version en-
ables mailers with lower flats volumes to achieve high levels of profit-
ability with a low initial capital outlay. As volumes increase, users can di-
rectly upgrade to the Enhanced or Premium models, as described below.
The Essential solution features best-of-class OCR technology and works
with Parascript™ and/or RAF Platinum™. Its server-based configuration
enables several EZ-Flats machines to work in parallel for processing
higher volumes. The system installs easily in an afternoon and operators
are up to speed in 15 minutes. A touch screen monitor provides easy ac-
cess to both workstation computer and server. The system also includes
label printer and barcode scanner for automatic customer chargeback.

Medium Volume Configuration:

EZ-FLATS ENHANCED: Designed for daily flats volumes in the
2000-4000 range, Enhanced utilizes the same workstation as Essential
but adds Engineering Innovation’s Dynamic Sort software/sorting tech-
nique. At the heart of the EZ-Flats process is the elimination of secondary
passes even when sorting to the 5d level with bundle-based mailings
(Note: bundle based mailings achieve much higher discount levels as
they only require ten mail pieces to achieve the automated discount level,
versus the 90 required for tray-based preparation). Utilizing a pat-

EZ-FLATS Essential
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§ Engineering Innovation Inc.
CATEGORY: Barcoding/Sorting Systems

PRODUCT: EZ-WorkDesk; EZ-Flats; Champ/Super Champ;
EZ-Parcels; EZ-Letters

COMPANY: Engineering Innovation Inc., 3601 Sagamore Parkway N,
Suite Eii, Lafayette, IN 47904. Contact: Sales. Email: sales@
eii-online.com. Phone: 800-350-6450.

EZ-WORKDESK SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: The EZ-WorkDesk is
geared for automated parcel processing – featuring IMpb (Intelligent
Mail Package Barcode) compliance, an OCR, and laser dimensioning.
This versatile mailroom application is the most cost effective solution for
rapid induction into the USPS package shipping network. Features in-
clude: OCR technology enables rapid Intelligent Mail Package Barcode
(IMpb) production for new USPS specifications; Configurable Wide
Area Bar Code Reader captures up to five separate barcodes on a single
package; Dimensioning feature captures length, width, and height for
USPS Cubic packages and other Dimensioning requirements. Lever-
aging its industry leading technology for “reading” mail piece informa-
tion, the EZ-WorkDesk features best of class capability for collecting
package information. Data from the four key package characteristics –
address, dimensions, barcode intelligence, and weight – are pulled off the
package simultaneously. Software immediately interprets package data
set for labeling, routing, postal documentation, and customer billing. The
EZ-WorkDesk enables USPS package processing for several key “sin-
gle-piece” classes: Priority Mail, Cubic, First Class Packages, Bound
Printed Matter Parcels, Parcel Select, Media Mail, and Library Mail.
Presort manifesting upgrade capabilities include: Parcel Select Light-
weight, Marketing Parcels, Bound Printed Mater Parcels, First Class,
Standard, & BPM Flats.

EZ-FLATS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: Take advantage of new
weight based discounts on First Class Flats with the EZ-Flats system from
Eii. The EZ-Flats system features a revolutionary sorting methodology
for processing flats and obtaining Automation discounts using a single
machine pass. The MLOCR-based solution produces a bundle-based Au-
tomation First Class mailing at only a fraction of the cost of traditional
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allow mail sorting systems to comply with the USPS Move Update re-
quirement. MOVEcomply provides automatic address updates, enabling
faster mail delivery and eliminating the sending mail lists for third-party
updates. It provides full compliance with USPS addressing standards.
USPS certified MOVEcomply solutions provide three different options
to meet various business needs: MOVEcomply Server, MOVEcomply
Integrated, and MOVEcomply Network.

NETSORT: The NetSort® sorting software platform is a milestone in
the evolution of sorting software. It improves on the best elements from
WinSort® and MaxiSORT. Built on item-level tracking and a scalable
client-server architecture, NetSort enables you to not just meet the new
USPS requirements for full-service use of Intelligent Mail® barcodes
(IMb), but to also realize additional discounts and revenue opportunities.
The USPS offers basic service and full-service options for implementing
the IMb. While the full-service option has many benefits, it can involve
significant process changes. Netsort will manage 45-day uniqueness for
the mailpiece across multiple sorters and sites; manage uniqueness for
trays and containers; create and submitting electronic mailing reports
(Mail.dat & Mail.XML).

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-220-3030 or click
BellHowell.net.


